This paper focuses on the generation of case markers for free word order languages that use case markers as phrasal clitics for marking the relationship between the dependentnoun and its head. The generation of such clitics becomes essential task especially when translating from fixed word order languages where syntactic relations are identified by the positions of the dependent-nouns. To address the problem of missing markers on source-side, artificial markers are added in source to improve alignments with its target counterparts. Up to 1 BLEU point increase is observed over the baseline on different test sets for English-to-Urdu.
Introduction
Phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT) systems encounter many challenges when translating from morphologically poor to morphologically rich languages. One main challenge is the correct identification of the grammatical structure of a sentence when the required information lies outside the phrasal boundaries. In fixed word order languages such as English, syntactic structure of a sentence follows a fixed subject-verb-object (SVO) pattern; hence, it omits the need of marking the grammatical roles of words. On the contrary, in free word order languages syntactic roles are either embedded as noun inflections or added as a separate token before or after the head noun. In either case, the generation of morphologically complex language becomes difficult task for SMT systems.
In Urdu, a separate token is added after head noun to identify the case such as nominative, accusative, dative etc. The existence of separate case markers not only introduces errors in alignment due to missing source counterparts but it also directly effects the selection of noun forms, which can either be "oblique" if followed by a case marker or "direct" otherwise.
Several approaches have been explored for the enrichment of the source corpus while dealing with the agreement phenomenon on target side. This work focuses on pre-processing the source corpus by adding pseudo-words that can improve alignments with their target counterparts.
The experiments are carried out on the phrase-based English-to-Urdu SMT, a language pair that exemplifies the lack of information on source side for the generation of case markers on the target side. 
Related Work
Several attempts have been made for the integration of the linguistics information to the existing phrase-based SMT systems. Few models that pre-process source corpus for dealing with the agreement phenomenon on target side are discussed below:
The method of source pseudo-words insertion to generate the target words is not novel. We build upon the work of Kamran (2011) who exploited the use of pseudo-words for generating the target case markers for the English-Urdu language pair. Kamran (2011) used preliminary set of linguistic rules to add case markers for subject, object, indirect object and additionally for verb auxiliaries. We refine the oversimplified linguistic rules for adding pseudo-words by first identifying the various syntactic and morphological features such as transitivity and animacy. Avramidis and Koehn (2008) model case agreement phenomenon for English-to-Greek by adding case information as factor on source side. This approach uses source CFG parses to identify the grammatical roles of words, whereas we use the dependency parses. Also, due to the fact that Greek noun inflections depend on their role, information is added in the form of factors, whereas we use the single-factored setup with the assumption that pseudo-words will play a role in the selection of the correct noun forms. Goldwater and McClosky (2005) aim at overcoming the data sparseness issue by increasing the similarity between languages using source morphological analysis for Czech-to-English MT.
Stanford CoreNLP provides the dependency parse in three graphical representations: basic, collapsed and cc-processed (collapsed and propagated) dependencies. The collapsed and cc-processed dependencies are used to extract the typed dependencies. Example 1 shows the Stanford's collapsed typed dependencies 3 where each triplet begins with the name of a dependency relation followed by the head and the dependent consecutively.
(1) My dog also likes eating sausage. poss(dog-2, My-1) nsubj(likes-4, dog-2) advmod(likes-4, also-3) root(ROOT-0, likes-4) xcomp(likes-4, eating-5) dobj(eating-5, sausage-6)
Case Markers
There are seven cases in Urdu that are morphologically realized by seven markers (Butt and King, 2004) . Table 1 shows the list of cases with their respective markers and grammatical functions, adapted from Butt and King (2004 
Common Settings
For the training of our translation system, the standard training pipeline of Moses is used along with the GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) alignment toolkit and a 5-gram SRILM language model (Stolcke, 2002) . The source texts were processed using the Treex platform (Popel and Žabokrtský, 2010) 4 , which included tokenization and lemmatization.
The target side of the corpus is tokenized using a simple tokenization script 5 by Dan Zeman and it is lemmatized using the Urdu Shallow Parser 6 developed by Language Technologies
Research Center of IIIT Hyderabad.
The alignments are learnt from the lemmatized version of the corpus. For the rest of the SMT pipeline, word forms (i.e. no morphological decomposition) in their true case (i.e. names capitalized but sentence starts lowercased) are used. The lexicalized word-based reordering model (Koehn et al., 2005) is trained using msd orientation in both forward and backward direction, with model conditioned on both the source and the target languages (msd-bidirectional-fe).
The parallel and monolingual data is summarized in Final BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) are reported on the test set called "PTEST" in the following and also on the three independent official test sets briefly explained by Jawaid et al.
(2014a).
Experiments
The experiments are conducted with the insertion of pseudo-words on the un-preordered source side as well as after preordering the source corpus. For preordering of the English corpus, we use the transformation module of Jawaid and Zeman (2011) that utilizes the Stanford PCFG parse trees to first parse the input sentences and afterwards applies the hand-written rules to transform the English sentences to closely match the syntactic structure of Urdu sentences.
For preordered system with pseudo-words, the pseudo-words are added to the input that also contains the index of each word as an additional information. After generating the case markers, words are printed in the order of the reordered indexes together with pseudo-words.
In the following section, the Stanford dependencies that are used to generate the pseudo-words as well as the process of generating the case markers are briefly explained. Table 1 shows that ergative, accusative and dative cases take the roles of either subject, object or indirect object. Stanford dependency parser identifies these roles as: nominal subject (nsubj), direct object (dobj) and indirect object (iobj). The name of the dependencies are used to add the respective pseudo-words. Ergative and accusative cases take the nsubj and dobj pseudo-words respectively, whereas for dative case iobj marker is used to mark both subjects and indirect objects. We only use passive subjects (nsubjpass) for marking the subject role of the dative case. Only those relations are contemplated that hold verb as a governor of a relation unless stated explicitly.
Case Marker Generation

Ergative Case
In Urdu, noun represents ergative case for transitive head verbs with perfective aspect. If verbs are tagged with "VBD" or "VBN" tags 7 , they are considered as perfective, whereas verb take the transitivity feature if it also hold dobj relation. There are cases where transitivity feature requires to deal with few exceptions.
In case of a missing dobj dependency of a head verb, verb is marked transitive if followed by a prepositional phrase 8 .
Exception is also made for intransitive verbs or verbs with missing objects that contain the clausal complement (ccomp) relation with other verbs. In ccomp relations the internal subject of a dependent of ccomp relation acts as an object of a governor that qualifies the nsubj dependency relation to take the transitivity attribute.
Perfective attribute is ignored for question sentences in past indefinite tense where head noun of nsubj relation is tagged with either "VBP" or "VB".
If a subject of a relation is Wh-determiner then the case marking process is only followed for "which", "who" or "that" determiners. We don't add erg marker if cardinals are dependent of a nsubj relation and also if auxiliary verbs are governor of a relation.
The dependency relation of reduced non-finite verbal modifier (vmod) is also used for marking the ergative case of nouns. In vmod relation, dependent modifies the meaning of a governor that can either be a verb or a noun. We only deal with cases where noun is a governor of relation and its also not a dependent of dobj, iobj or nsubjpass relations. Rest of the checks for adding an erg marker are similar to the way we deal with nusbj relation. vmod relations are used only after looking at few training examples but they need to be further investigated.
Accusative Case
The assignment of a dobj marker for an accusative case is not always straight forward. Butt and King (2004) show examples where "ko" alternates with null marker of nominative on direct objects.
(2) Nadya has driven a car nādyh ne gāṛī člāī he
Nadya=Erg car=Nom drive=perfective be=present nādyh ne gāṛī ko člāyā he
Nadya=Erg car=Acc drive=perfective be=present
To avoid the complexity, we do not add markers for "inanimate" objects. "dobj" marker is added for accusative cases that satisfy following conditions: governing verb is transitive, it does not contain the iobj relation and the dependent of dobj relation is "animate" object.
Similar to the ergative case, there are few exception for checking the transitivity of verb before adding the dobj marker. If the head verb has missing nsubj and iobj relation then we search for prepositional clausal modifier (prepc) and conjunct (conj) dependency relations that contains head verb either as a governor or a dependent. If binding of head verb is found in any of prepc or conj relation then dependent noun is marked as accusative and get the dobj marker.
Dative Case
"iobj" marker is added for all iobj dependencies without any constraints and exceptions.
8 we ignore following prepositions for transitivity check: in, into, of, on, by, from, since, until, behind, between, beyond, but, with, near, inside, after, at, before, within, without, under, underneath, up, upon, opposite.
For nsubjpass relations transitivity and perfective features are validated before adding iobj marker. Verb of a nusbjpass relation is attributed transitive if it either contains direct object or prepositional phrase following the verb. Similar to the ergative case, perfective aspect of verb is verified using VBD and VBN POS tags.
Markers Positioning
The placement of pseudo-words play crucial role due to the word order differences in EnglishUrdu language pair. We look for conj, appos, dep and prep_of dependencies of the nouns before adding the erg marker and only conj dependency incase of obj marker, if these dependencies exist then markers are added only with the dependents of these dependencies. Example 3 shows the movement of erg marker from head of prep_of dependency to the dependent of a relation, whereas Example 4 shows the deletion of obj marker from the head of conj relation when both governor and dependent are acting as an object.
(3) Before: The savagery erg of the attack has shocked the government and observers.
After: The savagery of the attack erg has shocked the government and observers.
(4) Before: Prime Minister Gilani erg brought his penchant for consensus politics to bear upon the problem recently by bringing together top federal obj and provincial leaders obj for a two-day conference to develop consensus.
After: Prime Minister Gilani erg brought his penchant for consensus politics to bear upon the problem recently by bringing together top federal and provincial leaders obj for a two-day conference to develop consensus.
With preordered source corpus, we don't reposition markers of prep_of dependency because they are automatically repositioned after reordering the source corpus. Table 3 shows the source preordering and psuedo-words insertion results on all four test sets.
Results
Baseline results of phrase-based and hierarchical systems are also reported from Jawaid et al.
(2014a) to see the relative gain in BLEU scores. All results reported in Table 3 were tested with MultEval 9 for statistical significance of the improvement over the baseline. Based on 3 independent MERT runs of both the baseline and the experiment in question, • marks the 100% confidence on improvement over the baseline. Similarly, † and ‡ marks 96% and 90% confidence and * shows 80% confidence on gain in systems performance over the baseline setup.
The preordering of source corpus, PBR system, brings minimum 1 point (on PTEST) to maximum 2.8 point (on CLE) gain in BLEU scores. The phrase-based system with case markers (PBC) bring 0.6 to 1 point increase in BLEU on all independent test sets except PTEST that did not gain any improvements over the baseline with the additional pseudo-words in source corpus. On the other hand, hierarchical system with pseudo-words also shows minimum 0.2 (again on PTEST) to maximum 1 point gain in BLEU on all test sets. CLE shows maximum performance gain in all setups due to the availability of multiple reference translations. Table 3 : Results of Phrase-based and Hierarchical MT with and without case markers.
We also report results of phrase-based system together with preordered source corpus and added case markers (PBCR) to achieve the maximum performance gain in terms of BLEU.
Over the PBR system, this system brings approximately 1 point gain on IPC to minimum 0.1 increase on CLE test set. The PBCR system did not bring significant improvements on all test sets (except IPC) compared to PBR system. It is not evident from the results, whether PBCR system has performed better than hierarchical system with case markers or vice versa. Even though, except PTEST, results of PBCR system always exceed (remain same for NIST test set) the hierarchical baseline results. In Table 4 , alignment statistics of baseline setup and our best performing phrase-based system (PBCR) is provided. In baseline system, case marker 'nay' gets mostly aligned to auxiliary 'have', followed by alignments with verbs and definite article. Interestingly, 'nay' remains unaligned 2.7K times out of 23K occurrences in reference. Furthermore, 'ko' aligns to 'the' most of the time, followed by alignments with prepositions. Out of 25K total occurrences, it remains unaligned 4.3K times.
In PBCR system, the statistics of most frequent alignment pairs change drastically for both markers. 'nay' gets aligned to 'erg' marker on source side 16K times, whereas the unaligned count reduces by 48.5%. The 'erg' marker remains unaligned around 6.6K times, which suggests that there might be an over generation of the 'erg' marker. This speculation can be confirmed from the total number of 'erg' occurrences in source text that are 3.8K times more than its target counterpart. The stats of 'ko' marker does not show the same amount of improvement as 'nay'.
Out of 25K 'obj' markers only 5K aligned to 'ko' and out of 1.3K 'iobj' markers only 380 aligned to 'ko'. The count of unaligned 'ko' markers only reduced by 10.6% compare to the baseline unaligned frequency. Even though, compared to the baseline setup, alignment count of 'ko' with definite article reduces by 35% but still 3K 'ko' markers aligned with the definite article. Our initial hypothesis was that due to the unavailability of the definite article in Urdu, the alignment between 'ko' and 'obj' was not learnt properly. To investigate this issue, we stripped off definite article from the source side and then re-ran the PBCR system. The result of this system is also reported in Table 3 ; small gains in terms of BLEU is observed on most test sets over the PBCR system but unfortunately improvements in alignment count of 'obj' and 'ko' markers are not up to the expectations, instead alignment count of 'the-ko' pair shifts to the unaligned 'ko' count, raising it to 5.3K. It is hard to predict why the large number of 'obj' markers remain unaligned;
by looking at the total count of 'obj' marker in source, it can not be attributed to the over generation problem. Perhaps, it is added to the places where there was no matching marker on the target side exists. One simple solution would be (only for training) to add the 'obj' or 'iobj' marker in source when there exists at least one occurrence of 'ko' marker on target side. This way, it is possible to avoid the addition of the marker to unwanted places. The in-depth analysis of 'ko' is needed to investigate this issue further. 
Conclusion
The approach of introducing artificial source marking for phrasal clitics in Urdu (target side) shows significant improvements over baseline (PB vs PBC) except for one test set i.e., PTEST.
In order to encounter target-side reordering problems, experiments are also carried out with preordered source sentences together with artificial markers. Due to the fact that reordering helps phrasal SMT to match longer phrases, it eventually helps to produce missing case markers due to longer matches. Hence, less improvements have been observed between PBR and PBRC * ‫ا‬ = inheñ, = tūmheñ systems with one exception being the IPC test set that shows significant gain over PBR system. 
